
 

Tutor report 

Overall Comments 

Expression in the blog is very engaging (“What was once a majestic oak, is now a 
tree that looks like a sad old man – seemingly alone, wizened in part, with many 
metal props holding up its once strong branches.”) and leads into comprehensive 
addressing the brief. The main improvement would be in organising the blog so that 
its more ‘reflective’ and less driven by links.  
 Submission had a few problems which meant the feedback is late in coming. 
The blog is working well but its a good idea to send high res separate files and write 
ups and use the blog as a reflective learning tool. In other words, make it easier for 
the tutor and assessor to see the quality (technical and conceptual) of the work as 
you would submit it to an editor or art director. The blog is your ‘diary’ so to speak 
(and its comprehensive with additions from feedback such as annotated contact 
sheets). However, a big frustration was trying to respond to links you sent from your 
Admin interface rather than from the front-end of the blog itself. Rather than simple 
links in the blog, such as the contact prints and the ‘bibliography’ (should be harvard 
format and never use wikipedia) write (even a bullet point list) of what you gained 
from reflecting on your contact prints. All too often ‘research’ is seen as a series of 
links to materials that the student has gathered. Emphasise ‘refection’ rather than 
inviting the viewer to go and do the research on your behalf so to speak.  
 Really good addition of contact print as a reflective learning tools so show 
your working and thinking. Its well placed on the blog but again it would have been 
useful to have sent an example high res along with perhaps prints to the tutor. 
  
Assessment potential  
I understand your aim is to go for the Photography/Creative Arts* Degree and that you plan to submit 
your work for assessment at the end of this course. From the work you have shown in this assignment, 
providing you commit yourself to the course, I believe you have the potential to succeed at assessment.  
In order to meet all the assessment criteria, there are certain areas you will need to focus on, which I will 

outline in my feedback.     
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Feedback on assignment  
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, 
Demonstration of Creativity  

Technical and visual skills  

Well conceived. Again, as there are no high res images and they are embedded in the blog 
I can’t really see the depth of field or maximum print size and analysis other technical 
matters more closely.  

•  A useful range of apples to the oak which links to your themes you have intended to 
explore. 

• keep the technical quality consistent. There is what seems like a bright sunny day so 
would question why you need 400 ISO  (‘Youth admires the aged’) perhaps to get more 
depth of field” Although it isn’t necessary to have an 800 shutter - 250 will do even for a 
long lens. Or use a tripod.  

Quality of Outcome 
•  There is a tendency to ‘description’ in some (‘One for the family album’) when it might 

have been good to see ‘context’.  Try to leave the viewer to make some work on really 
looking at the picture (therefore it isn’t necessary to crop so close to show the girls 
making photographs - as that’s a photo about a ‘selfie’ the Oak is then not seen as part 
of the story. Step back and show context. Works well in ‘Youth admires the aged’ but 
again, could have been even further back so that they are ]people in the landscape’ 
images. 

Demonstration of Creativity  
 Could you have used a tripod on some of these images ? ‘The big old tree dominating a 
forest of young trees’ is at f.4.5 wit a 16mm lens. The wide angle by its nature has deep 
depth but distorts. Would have liked to have seen alternatives such as a 28 or 35mm view 
perhaps more round to the left to let the fence ‘lead in’ and allow depth of field to be 
achieved by use of f16 or f22 (depends on the camera what the maximum ‘hyper-focal’ 
distance and aperture setting is - see Dofmaster as outlined in Assignment 4 feedback. 
You have hinted at much ‘external’ context (the themes or overall theoretical framework) 
but that needs to be considered in the ’internal’ (framing, relationship with formal and 
symbolic signs). The consideration of this ‘reading’ images could link (so state it) to your  
Terry Barrett on context reflections in exercise below.  

Exercise 5.2):  
A good example of visual irony and juxtaposition of ‘values’ (love your expression “ non-
traditionally attractive male).  You could add that you have taken both the formal or 
stylistic devices (front facing deadpan topographical image - Delany reminds me of Walker 
Evan’s Store fronts and Cartier Bresson’s geometrical street photographs as well as then 
‘twisting’ the ‘non-traditional’ idea to show the ‘dialectic’ of current austerity situation 
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(considering the events in London recently).  The debate over whether it was staged or not 
will rage on. The viewer essentially can never know whether it was or wasn’t even if the 
photographer states that it is. I believe you but does it matter? You could go on to explore 
this tension between the traditional ‘humanist’ street photograph and photojournalism 
agasint the more post-modern comment using aspects of staged tableau to make the 
same point as ‘people represent things’ - see Philip Lorca DiCorcia in - Readings. 

A great image grabbed when necessary (would have been nice on a ‘proper’ camera but as 
it is there i son problem with it. A series on the mobile phone investigating this theme as a 
typology would be a good move (as there does seem to be an increased presence of 
homeless against the background of banks and corporate structures.  

• Reference appropriately in Harvard. I wold use the original Barrett journal article rather 
than an internet link.  

•

Learning Logs or Blogs/Critical essays  
Context  
Consider in next courses the value of submitting prints or high res images rather than 
everything being through the blog. It aids assessment and feedback as well as being the 
end point of practical photography work.  
Summary of your approach and subject and approach to the ‘photography is simple’ which 
should emphasis different approaches to the same subject matter is clear, concise and well 
summarised. This summarising in your won words is the main stumbling block for many 
beginning students at this level and you have achieved this.  You have introduced the 
‘significance’ of the Oak with its symbolic and mythical qualities (Robin Hood etc) which 
‘leads’ the viewer to want to find out more and look at the images.  
Some useful ideas you mention in the introduction that you could explore in depth (in 
later modules where you can fully explore the concepts or theoretical/historical influences 
that the images ‘spark off ’ 
• Landscape as genre: The Oak as a symbol of ‘Englishness’  - a ‘code’ of Landscape 

photography, as applied particularly to the difference between English and American 
responses to the Land. This is explored in detail in Graham Clarke’s The Photograph 
(Chapter 4) see - Readings. I will send you a PDF annotated of this chapter.  

• Power and man’s imposition on the land: a theme explored in Landscape photography 
as well as one of the ‘threshold concepts’ that define the medium (see - Readings) your 
expression “The days of being able to go inside the tree..are long gone… fenced off to 
stop anyone approaching it too closely). These ideas are explored in much conceptual 
documentary that shows the other side of the story from the tourist gaze or the 
traditional landscape photography (for example,  

  

• Inclusion of contact prints: really useful that you have made note on them and show 
your working processes (under exposure etc). So the you can make judgements on 
selection and ‘show that you are showing’.   
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You write really well about the images and apply some of the contextual and theoretical 
influence you have researched. Make this plane with adequate references (which will come 
as you regress - early days but quite successful.  

Suggested reading/viewing  
Context  

Clarke, G. 1997, The photograph, Oxford University Press, New York;Oxford. Chapter 4 
(enclosed)  

Keith Arnatt- A.O.N.B. (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty) 1982–4 
Ironic commentary on national parks - after the tourists have gone out of season: http://
www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/arnatt-aonb-area-of-outstanding-natural-beauty-t13129 

Pointers for the next assignment 
• Assessment time so re-visit some of the blog posts and amend in response to the 

feedback - use your judgment as its not a ‘rule’ to change everything they are just 
suggestions.  

• To answer your question in the e-mail of of 13 June: a blog post with the new shots 
sufficient clearly foregrounding it as response to feedback would be a good idea. No 
hard and fast rules on this from OCA - so long as its obvious that you have reflected on 
the  process of the work and made amendments Some students include a bullet point 
revisions list of write up of any changes you make in your learning log. 

• Something to consider for other courses: Submit high res and contact prints with 
annotations separately to tutors as well as the blog. Depends on the tutor of course 
but if that’s their preference then apply that.  

  

Tutor name: Garry Clarkson.

Date 06 July 2017

Next assignment due  Assessment 
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